
A COMPARISON OF MARY SHELLEYS FRANKENSTEIN AND BRAM

STOKERS DRACULA

Compare and contrast the presentation of monsters in Bram Stoker's Dracula and Mary Shelley's Frankenstein. The
concept of a monster is subject to literary.

Closely linked to this concern was a reductive and conventional understanding of masculinity. Further, Vlad
III was known as 'Dracula,' or 'Son of the Dragon,' since his father, Vlad II, had the nickname 'Dracul' -
'Dragon' - from being a member of a Hungarian knightly society called the 'Order of the Dragon' which is also
mentioned in the film, although it wasn't so much a powerful crusading organization like the Knights Templar
as a fashionable clique surrounding the Holy Roman Emperor of the time. The one point where she could have
made an interesting impact in the film, her offering to assist Victor in his experiments now THAT would have
made the birth metaphors more interesting , is quickly brushed away. The monster had no knowledge of the
world it had been so thoughtlessly brought into, and was to discover everything about life on its own. Bram
Stoker, born in , was a sickly child, and was bedridden until the age of seven Finally, Elizabeth Lavenza and
Mina Murray participate throughout each respective novel in different ways, though both being secondary
female characters with alike relations to the protagonists. I know I'm an English major and prone to elaborate
on such things, but how much more over-the-top can you get than showing a giant phallus firing sperm-like
electric eels with a shirtless Branagh wearing only what could be seen as leather pants prancing around,
followed up by a thoroughly soaked Branagh and De Niro wrestling in metaphorical embryonic fluid? Shelley
uses the storms to build the tension and show that an event is about to happen. Laugh at me all you like. I
mean, Victor just destroyed the woman he was creating for the Creature - did it never occur to him that the
Creature might return the favour? It's a highly irritating movie; it's self-indulgent, hysterical, and often
hilariously over-the-top - it also seems to think it's saying something far more interesting and more
emotionally relevant than it actually is. You have the crazed husband lugging the corpse of his wife,
determined to bring her back to life through the same process that created her killer in the first place - the
friend who begs him not to - and, of course, the ultimately unsatisfactory nature of the resurrected wife:
murderous in the novel, self-loathing in the movie. I remember a friend of mine was watching it with me and
when Holmwood died toward the end, he looked at me with a puzzled expression and asked, "He was alive?! I
think in this regard the script shot itself in the foot anyway - at one point Victor says his goal is to create a new
race that will be immortal, but elsewhere Victor's goal seems to actually be to save the current generations
from death However in both novels the evil displayed is different and has different intensities. I think he does
it very well, managing to remind you of the original while making it his own. It says far more about the sexual
anxieties of late Victorian males than the habits of the undead. On the other hand, in Dark Shadows, Barnabas
Collins is set free and returns to Collinwood, where his family are in of his protection. I haven't seen that -
although I think I've got a copy lurking in my video collection - have either of you? Works Cited Shelley,
Mary. In Dracula, Bram Stoker emphasizes how as the daylight ends, the horror begins, for from the depths of
the swirling mist, he Dracula appears, his pointed teeth gleaming as he edges towards his victims That is a
good point, since the beginning makes it fairly clear that the Christian God does exist and still has that Old
Testament sense of humour 'though why Vlad's renouncement gets a nasty punishment when much, much
more sacrilegious crimes have been committed is beyond me! Characters constantly record their journals on
phonographs, send telegrams and discuss the latest developments in science and technology. The duty of the
doctor, as portrayed in these texts, can be seen to be highly varied and immensely diverse.


